
TO ALL KNOWN CREDITORS

25 July 2023

Our reference: HP/AL/EVCL

Dear Sir/Madam

EVCL Chill Limited, EVCL One Limited, EVCL Two Limited and EVCL Three Limited - all in
administration (“the Companies”)

Extension of administration

The appointment of the Joint Administrators over the Companies will automatically end on 23
September 2023 unless the period of the administrations is extended by the Court.

The Joint Administrators intend to issue an application under paragraph 76(2)(a) of Schedule B1 of
the Insolvency Act 1986, for an order to extend the appointment of the Joint Administrators over the
Companies for a further 12 months until 23 September 2024.

We consider that the extension is required to allow the Joint Administrators sufficient time to further
achieve the purpose for which they were appointed, resolve the outstanding matters and bring the
administration of the Companies to an end. The extension application is expected to be heard prior to
23 September 2023 before a Judge of the High Court of Justice, Business and Property Courts in
Birmingham, Insolvency & Companies List (ChD).

The reasons for seeking the extension of the administration of the Companies include:

● Finalise the ongoing employment tribunal matters;
● Agree preferential claims and complete the distribution to preferential creditors;
● Progress with the ongoing class litigation claim;
● Collect book debts and seek legal advice and action where appropriate;
● Finalise intercompany debtor position; and
● Complete other incidental tasks associated with the winding down and the ultimate dissolution

of the Company

Should any creditor wish to object to the extension application please provide us with details of your
objection as soon as possible and, in any event, before 12 noon on 4 August 2023 via
uk_evcl_creditors@pwc.com so we may draw them to the court’s attention.

If approved by the court, a notice of the extension will be available to download and view on our
website: https://www.pwc.co.uk/services/business-restructuring/administrations/evcl.html
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Yours faithfully
For and on behalf of the Company

Owen Claxton-Ingham
For Helen Wheeler-Jones
Joint Administrator

Helen Laura Wheeler-Jones, Edward Williams and David Matthew Hammond have been appointed as Joint Administrators of
EVCL Chill Limited (formerly EV Cargo Logistics Limited), EVCL One Ltd, EVCL Two Ltd and EVCL Three Ltd to manage their
affairs, businesses and properties as agents and without personal liability.

Helen Laura Wheeler-Jones, Edward Williams and David Matthew Hammond are all licensed in the United Kingdom to act as
insolvency practitioners by the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.

The Joint Administrators are bound by the Insolvency Code of Ethics which can be found at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/insolvency-practitioner-code-of-ethics.

The Joint Administrators may act as controllers of personal data as defined by UK data protection law depending upon the
specific processing activities undertaken. PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP may act as a processor on the instructions of the Joint
Administrators. Personal data will be kept secure and processed only for matters relating to the Joint Administrators’
appointment. Further details are available in the privacy statement on the PwC.co.uk website or by contacting the Joint
Administrators.
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